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Welcome To 4-H!

Be a leader of the Exploring 4-H is a very important job. You will be giving young 4-H member
their first look at 4-H. What happens this year may determine how long they stay in the club.
Beginners are usually full of enthusiasm and eager to do things. Lots of fun filled activities will
keep them keen and excited.
In the Exploring 4-H Project we have tried to keep the language simple and the tasks easy
enough for your youngest members. The choices are from a variety of the projects offered
within the Nova Scotia 4-H Program.
Don’t be alarmed by the size of this manual. Our aim is to supply you, the Exploring 4-H
Leader, with a resource that provides lots of choice. You will notice that some sections contain
more detail than others. Where there is no “Preparing for the Meeting”, and no “After the
Meeting” section, it is assumed that you will still prepare and follow-up. Looking at each
section long enough before the meeting to make choices of what you will do and to gather
materials or make other required arrangements is essential to having a good project group
meeting.
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Teaching the Project
Most of us would agree that the core of 4-H club work is the project. Traditionally, club work
has been organized so that every member takes a specific project. Through the project, club
leaders work with members to help them achieve the objectives of 4-H. A member who
successfully completes a project will receive:






A feeling of accomplishment;
A challenge to his or her abilities;
Attention from others, mainly through displaying a project at Achievement Day;
Pride of ownership;
A sense of responsibility.

The job of the project leader is important. Effective project leadership really begins with the
wise selection of projects. Project leaders should help members choose their projects carefully
to suit their interests and abilities.

Principles of Learning


Project leaders are really teachers. Leaders are therefore concerned with what and
how the members learn. These principles may be useful to keep in mind.



Principle of Activity - learning is increased when the members actively participate
(through helping to plan, being a part of the program and through practice sessions).



Principle of Transfer - things learned in one situation tends to carry over to similar
situations. Members may have learned things from another project, in school or in
another activity that will help them in the project you are teaching. Find this out and
build on it.



Principle of Satisfaction - satisfying results strengthens learning; unsatisfying results
weaken what was learned. If a member is to be satisfied with their project they need
to be helped to select one for which they have the ability and in which they show a real
interest. Members also need to be taught well and to be encouraged to complete their
project. If these needs are not met, they will not be satisfied with the project and will
not have learned as much.



Principle of Attitude - a bad attitude toward the project or club work retards learning; a
favorable attitude increases learning. A project leader needs to understand the
members as individuals to help them develop a favorable attitude.
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Principle of Rewards – rewards, strengthens and maintains any learning that leads to
them. Rewards need not be tangible, such as a prize, a trophy or a ribbon given at the
Achievement Day. In fact, most members will need rewards often during the club year
rather than only at the end. Rewards can be intangible such as a word of praise from
the leader, or recognition from the group during the year.



Principle of Frequency - more frequent presentation increases learning. Project leaders
follow this principle by repeating important parts of the project, by reviewing, by using
oral and written questions.



Principle of Practice - the old adage "practice makes perfect" is very true in 4-H project
work.



Principle of Timing - learning is increased by introducing a fact or skill just before it can
be used in a practical way. Consider this, for example, if planning to do a chapter on
plan to or the great outdoors.

Achievement Day Requirements
Project Work
Leaders are asked to complete Chapter 1 and any other five (5) chapters.
Each member’s project will be evaluated on the projects displayed, the manner in which they
are displayed or presented and whether or not all project requirements are met.

Project Requirements
Members must display six (6) simple items suited to each project area explored. It is
recommended that members work is displayed in some sort of a container (as a collection). This
helps to keep the member’s work together and makes for an attractive presentation. Keep in
mind also that this resource is meant to be a leader guide. Members may explore other projects
not listed in this guide.
Please note: There are other Achievement Day Requirements. Please consult the yearly
newsletter for complete details.

Project Guidelines
The Exploring 4-H Project is restricted to 4-H Members aged 9 and 10 years by January 1 of
their First 4-H year. When a member signs up for the Exploring 4-H Project, they are not
permitted to be enrolled in any other project.
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Let’s Explore 4-H
(All members are required to complete this chapter)

Objectives
•
•
•
•

To provide the opportunity for members to learn the 4-H Pledge, Motto and Grace.
To enable members to better understand what the 4-H emblem and 4-H colors represent.
To assist members in understanding how club contribution, judging and
communications are completed.
To help members learn the importance of good sportsmanship.

Preparing for the Meeting
•

Contact the local 4-H office to obtain printed copies of the 4-H Pledge, Emblem and
Logo for each member in the project.

•

Collect club photographs of various activities that go on within the 4-H year.

Resource Information
A 4-H member should be given the responsibility of learning the 4-H Pledge.
4-H Pledge

I Pledge
My Head to clearer thinking
My Heart to greater loyalty
My Hands to larger service
My Health to better living
For my club, my community, my country and my world.

4-H Motto

“Learn to Do by Doing”
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It’s important to understand what the 4-H Motto means. As 4-H members, our young people
will learn new skills by actually performing tasks. First attempts may not be totally successful,
but 4-H encourages members to learn from everything they do. Young people and adults can
learn from both their challenges and successes.
In Nova Scotia, there are thousands of 4-H members. 4-H is an international organization
involving more than seven million members in eighty countries around the world.
The 4-H Emblem is a Canadian Emblem. It is the Emblem that we use in Nova Scotia too. The
4-H’s in the clover leaf stand for the Head, Heart, Hands and Health in the 4-H Pledge. The
emblem has two colors, green and white. The green color represents agriculture and youth. The
white color represents purity.

4-H Grace

We thank thee, Lord, for blessings great
On this our own fair land.
Teach us to serve thee joyfully
With head, heart, health and hands.

The 4-H Grace is said at any 4-H event where 4-H members and families come together to eat.
If preferred, it may be sung to the tune “Auld Lang Syne”.
Club Contribution
Club contribution can be compared to being a good citizen of a 4-H Club. When members join
a club, they are taking on some responsibilities. These responsibilities include attending club
and project meetings, participating in special club activities, having a good attitude when
working with other 4-H members and leaders and cooperating with others within the club. At
Achievement Day, leaders are asked to decide whether or not a member should receive the club
contribution distinction for their club participation.
Communications (or Public Speaking) is an element to a 4-H member’s year. Each member of a
club is encouraged to make a verbal presentation in the form of a prepared speech or
demonstration. The topic of the presentation can be anything of interest to the member. Most
clubs have a communications competition (rally) in March which is followed by a county,
regional and provincial competition. The provincial competition is called 4-H Weekend and it’s
held early in May in Truro.
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Judging is an important part of the 4-H Program. When members judge, they are provided with
four items related to their specific project (i.e., a cake decorating member may judge four
decorated cakes, a craft member may judge four pair of mitts or an outdoorsman member may
judge four animal tracks). The member must place the class of four from best to worst (in their
opinion) then give oral reasons to an official judge on why they placed the class the way they
did.
When members give their reasons, they are actually doing an impromptu speech. This helps
their confidence and ability to do public speaking.
About Good Sportsmanship
Members need to learn at an early age, that doing one’s best is what’s important. Being in first
place or being in fifth place is competition and a member who tries hard to accomplish a goal
has done a good job, regardless of his/her final placement.
Members need to understand that sometimes they may win first place and others will be happy
for them. Other times, other boys and girls may take first place, but they need to be happy for
these people too. If members learn to be good winners and good losers, it will be a skill they
can use throughout their lives!

Suggested Activities
1. Ask the members to draw a poster depicting the 4-H Emblem or Pledge. Perhaps this
can be part of the member’s collection or it may be used to decorate the 4-H Club’s
meeting hall.
2. Teach the 4-H Pledge with actions as you say the following words:
HEAD -Touch head with hand
HEART -Touch heart with hand
HANDS -Hold hands with palms open and extended
HEALTH -Lower hands to side
The Pledge should be said in unison as members stand before each meeting or 4-H event.
3. Teach the 4-H Grace. It may be sung to the tune of “Auld Lang Syne”.
4. Have a fun judging class and have members complete a judging card.

After the Meeting:


At your next meeting, the members should come prepared to recite the Pledge
with actions.
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Exploring Communications
Objective




To introduce the 4-H communications activities, public speaking and
demonstrations.
To show 4-H Members that communications can be fun and it happens in every
situation that we find ourselves.
To show 4-H Members that listening, as well as speaking, is an important part of
communicating.

Preparing for the Meeting





Read through the resource information and suggested exercises or activities.
Practice the exercises you plan to have members complete. Practice giving clear and
concise instructions for each activity. Remember! Your communication skills are as
important as those of the members,
Prepare any materials needed for the exercises you plan to have members complete.
Have your 4-H office copy “Hand Talk” if you plan to use it.

Resource Information
11

4-H Members get special chances to communicate! For example, a member may be asked to
report to a club meeting about a project meeting or a judging clinic. At 4-H meetings,
communicating happens when a member:







Makes or seconds a motion.
Gives his/her opinion.
Introduces a guest.
Thanks a guest.
Reports on what he/she is doing in the Exploring 4-H Project.
Performs a skit.

4-H Members practice communications by taking part in public speaking or demonstration
competitions in their club. This is called a club rally. Winning the competition at a club rally
means a member can go on to the county or regional rallies.

SENDER

RECEIVER

Makes a Message

Decides What the
Message is

Message

Speaking is sending a message
 Words need to be clear and understandable.
 To mean anything, someone has to receive the message.
 When we speak, someone else has to “turn on” their ears.
 Listening is important if spoken messages are going to be understood.
4-H meetings are a good place to practice listening:


If you hear all the messages you’ll know what will happen next in 4-H.

Suggested Activities
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Pass a ball of string or a roll of toilet paper around your group as they are seated in a
circle. Ask each person to take “as much as they need”. After everyone has their share,
ask each person to talk about themselves for as long as it takes to wrap the string or
paper around their finger. The leader should start, taking a relatively long piece of
string or paper.



Introduce Your Shoes, form a circle of no more than eight persons. With one person
speaking at a time, go around the circle and introduce your shoes to the rest of the
group. Tell the group, the life history of your shoes, any interesting adventures the
shoes have had, the things that your shoes like to do, etc. Often it is easier to talk
about something that you have with you or on you than it is to talk about yourself!



Bring a bag of miscellaneous articles from home of all shapes and descriptions. In turn,
have each member choose an article from the bag. The person may take a few seconds
to think, and then speak about the article. The speaker may describe the article,
explaining its real or imaginary use or tell a story that the article reminds him or her of.
A continuous story may also be told, where each time an article is drawn from the bag,
the story that is told about it must continue on from the story the person before was
telling.



This catchy song brings lots of laughs and encourages group participation. Split the
group into two groups. Have them form two lines each facing the other. One group is
to start by saying, “There Ain’t No Flies On Us”, in a particular way. The other side
responds by saying the same line only changing the manner in which it is said.
Variations include: saying it softly, loudly, using accents, vibrating one’s mouth or by
using a different tone.
There ain’t no flies on us.
There ain’t no flies on us.
There may be some flies on some of you
guys,
But there ain’t no flies on us.

For more Communication Resources, check the resource information in The General Leader
Package or contact your local 4-H Office.

Other Activities


Discuss with the members what they want to exhibit from this chapter at Achievement
Day. A poster, a copy of a speech or skit they have prepared are common exhibits.
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Hand Talk - This activity (see following page) is great for members who enjoy book
work. The answers are as follows.



Have the members jointly write a skit and perform it for the entire club.
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Exploring Crafts
Objectives





To briefly discuss what crafts are and why people do crafts.
To introduce 4-H members to a wide field of crafts.
To encourage members to allow their interest in crafts to expand.
To construct one (1) craft item for exhibit at the conclusion of the project.

Preparing for the Meeting




Collect samples and pictures of different crafts to display at the project meeting.
Encourage members to bring craft projects they have completed, to the meeting.
Select a craft the members will begin at the meeting and have all the materials needed,
at the meeting.

Resource Information
Making crafts is fun. Many people get great enjoyment from creating beautiful crafts. Many
others make crafts as a living or as a partial income.
Sometimes a craft requires learning a new skill (i.e., knitting or woodworking) which means
starting with a basic material and creating a totally new object. On the other hand, a craft may
be simply a matter of starting with something already made and adding decorations to it.
The hardest part of making a craft is often deciding what craft to make. There are a number of
questions to ask when deciding what craft to make:






What do you enjoy doing? Do you enjoy making a craft that you can start and complete
in one session? Often that’s the best way to explore a new craft. Then, if a person
really enjoys the craft, they can do another craft. On the other hand, some people
prefer to select a craft that will require many hours to complete.
What do you plan to do with the craft? Are you making it for a friend or relative, or
perhaps you are making it for a decoration in your room? Crafts are great gifts and
people really appreciate receiving something made by hand or “homemade”.
What materials are required to make the craft? Can you easily get the materials and in
an adequate amount?
How much do you want to spend in purchasing the materials? It is possible to use
some materials you have on hand or does the craft allow you to recycle some materials
you already have?

Once members have decided on a craft, it’s time to get the materials and begin.
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Finishing a craft properly is just as important as starting a craft. It means taking pride in the
craft one has created and making the job well done! Proper finishing makes all the difference
in the overall appearance of a craft and it will give a professional look to a craft. Some
examples may be sanding a wooden craft, working all the ends in on a knitted article or adding
hangers to any crafts that are meant to be hung on the wall.

Suggested Craft Activities
Paper Beads
Materials Needed:
 Wire or round toothpicks
 Colored pages from old magazines
 Needle and thread
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cut triangle shapes from the brightly colored pages of the magazines.
Wind triangle around wire or toothpick, colored side out.
Glue triangle points and remove wire.
String the beads to make the necklace or bracelet. Apply plastic varnish to the
finished beads to make them firm.
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Knotted Christmas Wreath
Materials:
1-6 inch brass ring
16-6 inch x 2 inch rectangles ivory print
16-6 inch x 2 rectangles red print
16-6 inch x 2 inch rectangles green print
1-26 inch red ribbon
2-5 inch covered wire.

Instructions:

1. Cut 48 rectangles of fabric in the colors indicated above
2. Using the brass ring as a frame, tie each fabric rectangle in place according to the
directions given in Steps 2, 3 and 4.
3. To begin, place a rectangle flat on the table with the wrong side facing you. Fold each
lengthwise side to the center and fold once more to enclose the raw edges at the
center.
4. Fold this fabric in half, crosswise, making a loop and place under the ring. (See diagram
- 2A.) Diagram 2

5. Bring the loop over the ring and pass the two ends through the loop. Pull tight. (See 2
B, C and D).
6. Continue steps 2 to 4 until the ring is filled. (Please note this is the back of your
wreath.)
7. Turn the right side of the wreath towards you.
8. using the ribbon make a bow and attach to the wreath using one piece of the covered
wire.
9. Use the remaining piece of wire to make a hanger.
19

Make another wreath
You can make wreaths using many different techniques. Here are a few suggestions.
1. Form a wreath shape from pliable branches. (Grapevine works well.) Decorate to suit
the place where you will hang the wreath.
2. Old jigsaw puzzle pieces can be glued to a cardboard back to make an interesting and
unusual wreath. If you wish, paint the pieces first in colors to match the place where you
hang the wreath.
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Not-So-Scarecrow
Materials:
• ¼ lb. raffia
• 5" plastic foam ball (use only half)
• ¼ yd. burlap
• Scraps of black and white felt
• Fabric scraps
• White craft glue
1. Cut the foam ball in half and use one half for the head with the rounded side toward the
front. Using the full length of raffia, as it comes from the package, tie the raffia in the center.
Place center at the top of the half-ball (see diagram). Take 4 or 5 strands from each side of the
center tie and pull to back of half-ball. Holding these raffia strips at bottom back of ball,
spread remaining raffia over rounded side, being sure to cover all of this side. Tie raffia strips
together at base, using another piece of raffia. 5.
2. Pull some strands of raffia out of the tie on each side of head and cut shorter to form hair.
Also pull out some strands across the front of face and cut short to form bangs (see diagram).
3. Cut circle eyes (from felt) and a triangle nose (from burlap) and glue into place on face.
4. Cut a rectangular piece from the burlap for hat, measuring 7" x 13". Fold up the long edge
to create a 1½" - wide cuff. Centre burlap rectangle at center front 3" from top of half-ball.
Bring it around to back and overlap, forming a triangular hat. Pin to foam in back. Cut scraps of
multicolored fabric, for patches, and glue on hat.
5. Trim raffia 8" below neck. Glue these scraps (those cut off) into the top of the hat.
6. Make a bow of burlap or other fabric and attach at neck.
7. For mouth, cut a strip of black felt ¼" x 4" and glue in place on face. Cut five or six ¼" x 1"
pieces for cross pieces, giving the effect of a stitched mouth.
8. Cut a 5" circle from felt, burlap or other material and glue over raw edges of hat fabric on
flat side (back) of foam.
9. Thread a piece of raffia through large darning needle, insert from back, tie ends to form
loop. This makes your hanger.
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Other Activities
1. Complete any craft. It may be from those in the previous section or it may be of your
choosing as a leader.
2. Prepare a simple craft judging class, obtain judging cards from the 4-H office and have
the member’s judge and give oral reasons.
3. Discuss with the members, the importance of completing all the finishing details on
their craft. Provide examples of ways to complete various crafts.
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Exploring Foods
Objectives






To introduce 4-H members to the Foods project.
To learn the different measuring tools and when to use them.
To encourage members to better understand the importance of kitchen safety.
To prepare a basic recipe.
To learn about the food production in Nova Scotia.

Preparing for the Meeting





Select the recipe(s) the members would like to make and ask them to bring the
ingredients to the next meeting.
Decide what number of members can safely work in the kitchen facility you have
available.
Assemble measuring tools to prepare to demonstrate their proper use.
Have your 4-H Office make individual copies of the “Kitchen Safety” sheet found in this
chapter.

Resource Information
Cooking, eating and the importance of working in a kitchen safely are all topics covered in the
4-H Foods Project. 4-H members enrolled in the Foods Project must prepare a number of
foods items as well as completing a record sheet and a foods activity.
Measuring Tools
1. Measuring Spoons (small measures) - These spoons are used when measuring small
amounts of liquid and dry ingredients. If measuring dry ingredients like salt, the top
should be leveled off with the straight side of a kitchen knife.
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2. Liquid Measure - This type of measure can be used to measure liquids like water or
milk. The liquid measure has a lip so you can pour without spilling. To measure
accurately, set the measure on the table and look at it at eye level.

3. Dry Measure - A dry measure can measure dry ingredients like flour and sugar. To
measure accurately, fill the measure to overflowing and level off with the straight edge
of a kitchen knife.

Nova Scotia Foods
The Nova Scotia Agricultural Industry is responsible for the production of foods from each of
the four (4) groups of Canada’s Food Guide to Healthy Living.
A variety of grains are grown in Nova Scotia. With the exception of milling wheat, all grains are
grown here are used for livestock feed. Most of the Milling Wheat is marketed to Dover Mills
in Halifax. This mill produces a variety of flours.

Nova Scotia vegetable producers provide us with over 50 different types of vegetables. In
terms of fruits, apples are our major tree fruit. Then it comes to berries, Nova Scotia is the
major blueberry producing province in Canada.
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When it comes to milk products, Nova Scotia’s dairy farms produce millions of liters of milk
annually. The dairy sector is the single largest component of Nova Scotia’s agricultural
industry.

A variety of meat and alternatives products are produced in Nova Scotia. Livestock plays an
important role in the meat we eat. The livestock industry includes beef, pork, sheep, poultry
and dairy. The fishing industry supplies several varieties of fish. The main alternatives
produced in Nova Scotia are eggs and dried beans. Other alternatives such as nuts and seeds
are mostly imported.

Some things to think about.....
1. Wash your hands well before starting to cook
2. Read the recipe through before you begin
3. Put out all ingredients, pans and bowls that you will need before starting
4. Clean up after you are finished
5. Always work safely in the kitchen

REMEMBER! WHEN ANY 4-H MEMBER EXHIBITS
A FOOD ITEM AT ACHIEVEMENT DAY OR EXHIBITION,
THE RECIPE MUST BE EXHIBITED WITH THE FOOD.
25

Suggested Activities
Monster Cookies
3
250 mL
125 mL
250 mL
375 mL
5 mL
1,125 mL
15 mL
175 mL
10 mL
175 mL

eggs
brown sugar
butter
white sugar
peanut butter
vanilla
oatmeal
corn syrup
chocolate chips
baking soda
Smarties

3
1 cup
½ cup
1 cup
1 ½ cup
1 tsp.
4 ½ cups
1 tbsp.
¾ cup
2 tsp.
¾ cup

Cream butter and sugar together, and add eggs and beat until light. Add vanilla, corn syrup
and peanut butter. Beat. Stir in oatmeal and baking soda until well blended. Add chips and
Smarties. Using a tablespoon, drop dough onto greased cookie sheets and bake at 180oC (350
F) for 12 minutes. Cool on wire rack and enjoy. Extra cookies can be frozen and packed in
school lunches.
Cranberry Yogurt Muffins
250 mL
250 mL
125 mL
175 mL
1
250 mL
5 mL
2 mL
5 mL
250 mL

rolled oats
plain yogurt
vegetable oil
brown sugar
egg
all-purpose flour
salt
baking soda
baking powder
cranberries, chopped in half

1 cup
1 cup
½ cup
¾ cup
1
1 cup
1 tsp.
½ tsp.
1 tsp.
1 cup

Preheat oven to 200oC (400 F). Lightly grease muffin pan. In a medium sized bowl, soak rolled
oats in yogurt. Add oil, sugar and egg. Beat well. In a separate bowl, sift together flour, salt,
baking soda and baking powder. Add to liquid mixture. Stir to blend being careful not to over
mix. Stir in chopped cranberries. Fill muffin cups two-thirds full. Bake at 200oC (400 F) for 20
minutes. Makes 12 large muffins.
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Crunchy Apple Crisp
6
50 mL
250 mL
250 mL
125 mL
125 mL
1 mL
1 mL

apples, peeled, cored and sliced
Juice of one lemon
honey ¼ cup
light brown sugar *
granola cereal with almonds
flour
melted butter
cinnamon
mace

6

1 cup
1 cup
½ cup
½ cup
¼ tsp.
¼ tsp.

Arrange apple slices in bottom of 2 L (2 qt.) buttered baking dish. Sprinkle lemon juice over the
top. Add honey and mix well. Mix remaining ingredients until crumbly; sprinkle over apples.
Bake at 180oC (350 F) for 35 to 40 minutes, or until apples are tender. Serve with cream,
whipped cream, or ice cream. Serves 6.
Microwave - Arrange apples in a 2 L (2 qt.) baking dish. Sprinkle with lemon juice. Add honey
and mix well. Cover with lid or Waxed paper. Microwave at 100% power for 5 minutes.
Combine remaining ingredients until crumbly. Microwave topping at 100% power for 2
minutes. Sprinkle topping over apples. Microwave at 100% power for two minutes, turning
dish after one minute.
* Cooking time and amount of brown sugar needed can vary, depending on tartness and
texture of apples used.
Other Activities
1. Complete any baked item. It may be from those in the previous section or it may be of
your choosing as a leader.
2. Visit a local grocery store and have members identify all the Nova Scotia products they
can find.
3. Have members complete a poster on any food topic you have covered in the chapter
(safety, measuring, Nova Scotia food products).
4. Complete the Food Safety Exercise individually or as a group.
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Exploring Sewing
Objectives





To introduce 4-H Members to sewing.
To learn about some of the tools used in sewing.
To have the members develop some sewing skills.
To construct one (1) sewing item for exhibit at the conclusion of the project.

Preparing for the Meeting





Assemble a number of sewing tools and be prepared to explain the purpose of each
tool.
Discuss which article the members would like to make and make a list of the
materials needed. You may select a project described in this chapter or use
another. Just be sure to keep it basic, interesting and fun!
Depending upon the article selected, you may need to teach the members some of
the basic techniques of sewing such as hand stitching or threading a needle.
Assemble some scrap materials so that members can practice their hand stitching.

Resource information
If you learn to sew you can make your own clothes, stuffed toys or decorations for your room.
In Nova Scotia, 4-H Members who take the Sewing Project make two sewing projects, one of
which they model in a fashion show and members also complete a record sheet and sample
book.
Before beginning to sew, it’s important to know basic techniques such as threading a needle
and hand stitching. It’s also important to have the proper tools and to know how to use the
tools.







A sharp pair of scissors or shears.
Medium - length needles (embroidery needles have large eyes and are easier to
thread)
Dressmakers pins - pin cushion.
Sewing gauge
Thread
A sewing machine (optional)
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Basic stitches
Running Stitch - This is a simple
stitch which is suitable for most
fabrics and is usually decorative. It’s
not recommended for seams except
where there will be little or no
strain.
1. Work from right to left.
2. Begin with three stitches in
one spot.
3. With the point of the needle take a number of small forward stitches, 3 mm (c in.) long,
the same size on both sides.
4. Complete your running stitch by making three stitches in one spot.
Basting Stitch - This stitch is used as a temporary stitch to hold two or more layers of fabric
together.
1. Work from right to left.
2. Begin by making a small knot.
3. Make a running stitch 6mm (¼ in)
long and 6 mm (¼ in.) apart.
4. End by taking a double stitch.

Choosing a Project
When the time comes to choose a project, it’s wise to start with a simple plan and as a
member gains confidence in sewing, he/she may then select a more challenging project.
When sewing, it’s important to keep stitching straight and have the stitches all even in length.
Members should check their stitches as they complete them. Neat starts means small knots
and the thread color should match the fabric unless the stitching is meant to be decorative. All
threads should be neatly trimmed.

Suggested Activities
Stuffed Letter Pillows
Materials you will need:
 Felt, about 15 cm x 15 cm (6 in. X 6 in.) Any color but
in the case of 4-H pillows, try white and green.
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 Stuffing material (polyester works well)
Thread
Sewing tools
Cardboard pattern of your letter(s) or number(s).
Make the patterns about 15 cm (6 in.) in length

Instructions:
1. Lay cardboard alphabet letter (or number) on top of a double layer of felt or cut the
letter out
1. one layer at a time.
2. Match two pieces and pin them together.
3. Using double thread, hand stitch a seam 1.2 cm (½ in.) from the edge of the felt. Leave
one side of the fabric letter open to stuff the pillow.
4. Fill the pillow with stuffing material, being careful to stuff the corners and ends.
5. Sew the final seam closed with the same kind of hand stitching used for the rest of the
pillow.
6. Note: If constructing a 4-H pillow - connect the two pillows together.
Felt Pincushion
Materials you will need:
 Felt, 2 pieces about 10 cm (4 in.) Square
 Stuffing material (polyester stuffing will work.
 Thread
 Sewing tools
 Glue (optional)
 Cardboard (small piece)
Instructions:
1. Cut your felt into two, 10 cm (4 in.) squares.
2. Match the two pieces of felt and pin them together.
3. Hand stitch a seam 1.2 cm (½ in.) from the edge of the felt. Leave room on one side of
the fabric to stuff the pin cushion.
4. Stuff your pin cushion. Be careful to fill the corners (If you choose to stuff your pin
cushion with raw wool instead of polyester, it will help to keep your pins sharp) stuff
firmly.
5. Sew the opening closed with the same kind of hand stitching you used for the first part
of the pin cushion.
If you like, you may decorate your pin cushion by cutting out smaller pieces of felt in different
colors and designs and glue them neatly to the pin cushion.
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Fabric Apple (requires use of sewing machine)
Materials you will need:
 Red print fabric - 1 piece measuring at least 35 cm (14 in.) square
 2 - 7.5 cm x 10 cm (3 in x 4 in.) pieces of green fabric for leaf
 Red thread
 Paper-backed fusible web
 Tracing paper
 Stuffing (polyester)
 1 - 6 mm (¼ in.) diameter cinnamon stick
approximately 2.5 cm (1 in.) long
 Craft glue
1. Instructions:
1. Trace apple pattern onto tracing paper and cut
out. Use pattern and cut five (5) apple pieces from
red fabric.

APPLE
Cut 5

2. Beginning and ending 6 mm (¼ in.) from each
end, sew two (2) apple pieces together along 1
edge (Fig. 1). Be sure to pin right sides together
matching raw edges and use a 6 mm (¼ in) seam
allowance throughout.
3. Beginning and ending 6 mm (¼ in.) from each end, sew
a third apple piece to remaining raw edge of second
apple piece. Repeat to attach remaining apple pieces.
4. Leave an opening for turning, repeat Step 2 to sew last seam of apple; turn apple right
side out. Stuff apple with polyester stuffing and neatly hand stitch stuffing opening
closed.
5. (Note: A small opening should remain at top of apple. If there is not an
opening, use a seam ripper to make an opening approximately 6 mm (¼ in.)
in diameter). Apply glue to one end of cinnamon stick. Leaving
approximately 1.5 cm (½ in.) of stick exposed, insert stick into opening. If
necessary, hand stitch opening closed around stick.

LEAF

6. For leaf, cut a piece of web slightly smaller than one (1) green fabric
piece. Follow manufacturer’s instructions to fuse web to wrong side of
fabric. Matching wrong sides and raw edges, fuse fabric pieces together.
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7. Trace leaf pattern onto tracing paper and cut out. Use pattern and cut one (1) leaf to
cinnamon stick.

Tote Bag (requires Sewing Machine)
Courtesy: Jessica Kesterson, Living the Swell Life
Materials you will need:
 1/2 yard cotton fabric
 1/2 yard of complementary cotton fabric
for inner lining
 1/2 yard of heavy fusible interfacing
 42" of canvas strap
 fabric scissors or rotary cutter
 sewing machine
 thread
 iron
Instructions:
1. Cut two 18"x14" rectangles of both outer
and inner fabric choices then cut two
18"x14" rectangles of interfacing. Cut canvas
straps into two 21" lengths.
2. On the long side of all rectangles, snip a 2"x2" square from only the bottom corners.
Repeat for interfacing. This will form the base of
the tote.
3. Press interfacing to
wrong side of outer
fabric rectangle. Tip:
Follow the
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manufacturer's directions for heating and adhering your interfacing. Pin outer fabric's
right sides together and sew straight 1/2" seams along the sides and bottom of piece.
Note: Leave the top and two snipped corners unsewn. Press seams open.
4. Pinch together gaps in snipped corners, lining up the side and bottom seams in the
center. Pin straight across and sew a 1/2" seam. This step adds depth to the bag and
creates a flat bottom.
5. Pin right sides of inner (liner) fabric rectangles
together and repeat the above steps.
6. Flip liner right-side out and place inside outer
fabrics so that right sides are together. Tuck canvas
straps between inner and outer fabrics so that two
edges of one face the front and two edges of the
other face the back of bag. Pin the end of each
canvas strap approximately four inches from side
seam then pin fabric edges together around perimeter of bag opening.
7. Beginning at a side seam, stitch a 1/2" seam almost all the way around the tote,
stopping 4" before the starting point — this should catch all four ends of the canvas
straps while leaving ample room for turning.
8. Pull both fabrics and straps through the 4" gap,
turning the tote bag right-side out. Lightly press with
a warm iron to remove wrinkles.
9. Top-stitch around the tote bag's entire opening to
finish edges. This will also help reinforce canvas
straps and shut the gap left in the previous step for
turning.

Other Activities
1. Complete any simple sewing project. It may be from those in the previous section or it
may be of your choosing as a leader.
2. Watch a local fashion show to help members learn about the basics of modeling.
3. Have members construct a collage of fashions that are current and popular.
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Exploring Agriculture
Objectives




To assist members to learn about and appreciate agriculture in Nova Scotia.
To teach members what Nova Scotia foods they eat every day.
To create a greater awareness agriculture and its importance to our life in Nova Scotia.

Preparing for the Meeting




Read through the resource information and suggested activities.
Visit a local office of the Nova Scotia Department of Agriculture and Marketing to
obtain additional
Select an activity that the members will complete at this meeting.

Resource Information
Nova Scotia’s agricultural industry is successful in producing a wide variety of high quality
food. Farmers in Nova Scotia have some natural advantages. A relatively mild climate,
adequate precipitation and fertile soil make Nova Scotia suitable for a wide variety of
agriculture. The word “Agriculture” refers to the raising of crops or livestock for food, fiber or
furs. Here are the basics.
Dairy Industry
The dairy cow is the most valuable milk producing animal in the world. In Nova Scotia, the
most common breed of dairy cows is the Holstein because it produces more milk than other
breeds and it is well suited to our climate. Besides supplying the milk we drink, milk is used in
the production of ice cream, cheese, butter, cottage cheese and yogurt.
Beef Industry
In Nova Scotia most beef farms are part-time family operations with the farmer working off
the farm or having another farm enterprise combined with the beef. Beef accounts for $18
million of income in Nova Scotia (2003).
Hog Industry
Nova Scotia’s hogs are among the best in Canada; in fact we produce the leanest hogs in the
country. Pork in general accounts for 43% of all meat consumption.
Sheep Industry
Pictou County is the largest sheep producing county in the province. Sheep in Nova Scotia are
raised for meat production with wool as a minor source of income. Like beef, sheep are often
combined in one operation.
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Poultry Industry
The poultry industry includes egg laying birds, meat, chickens, turkeys and waterfowl. Almost
half of all the poultry farms in Nova Scotia are located in Kings County.
Fruit Industry
The fruit industry in Nova Scotia includes fruits, berries and grapes. Nova Scotia is known well
for its apples and blueberries. Nova Scotia’s first apple trees were planted around 1604 in Port
Royal. Nova Scotia is Canada’s largest producer of wild blueberries.
Honey Industry
There are over 450 beekeepers in Nova Scotia. Equally important to honey production is the
pollination service provided to the fruit industry (especially wild blueberries and tree fruit).
Vegetable Industry
Vegetables, including potatoes are one of the most important cash crops for Nova Scotia
farmers. Over fifty different types of vegetable crops can be grown in Nova Scotia.
Greenhouse Industry
The greenhouse industry in Nova Scotia produces cut flowers, potted plants, bedding plants
and fresh vegetable for consumers. Greenhouse growers rely on the latest Technology to
maximize production from their greenhouses.
Maple Industry
The province has approximately 75 maple producers. The preferred species for syrup is the
sugar (rock) maple. It takes approximately 40 litres of sap to make 1 litre of pure maple syrup
The Grain Industry
The main cereal grain crops grown in Nova Scotia are oats, barley, spring and winter wheat as
well as small amounts of winter rye. Most of the cereals grown here are used for livestock
feed.

The Forage Industry
Forage is feed for all types of livestock. It includes grasses, legumes and other crops such as
cereals harvested as pasture, hay, silage or green feed.
Fur and Ratite Industries
The three main fur bearers in Nova Scotia include mink, fox and chinchilla. Nova Scotia is the
largest producer of silver fox and second largest producer of mink in Canada.Ratites are made
up of a group of large flightless birds which include Ostrich, Rhea, Emu, Cassowary and Kiwi.
The ratite industry is relatively new to the province of Nova Scotia.
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Suggested Activities
1. Visit a grocery store. Make a list of all the pork products you can find in the store.
2. Create a poster which shows the many agricultural products of Nova Scotia.
3. Let’s Make Butter

Pour the whipping cream into a clean jar. Screw on the lid. Shake the jar until the butter forms
a ball. Pour off the buttermilk. Put the butter in a bowl. Work and wash the butter. Add salt
and taste the butter.
4. Prepare a recipe using red meat. Try beef tacos or any other recipe of your choice.
Beef Tacos
500 g Regular ground beef 1 lb.
125 ml Chopped onion ½ cups
125 ml Chopped green pepper ½ cup
1 pkg. (35 g/10 oz.) taco seasoning mix
1 pkg. Taco shells
Shredded lettuce
Chopped tomatoes and /or ripe olives
Grated cheddar cheese
Chili or taco sauce
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Brown ground beef. Add onion and green pepper; sauté for 3 minutes. Drain excess fat. Follow
package directions for taco seasoning mix; simmer 15-20 minutes. Fill each taco shell with
about 25 ml (2 tbsp.) beef filling. Top beef with lettuce, tomatoes, olives and cheese. Pass the
chili or taco sauce to top individual tacos. Makes 4-6 servings.
5. To identify the different kinds of vegetable by seeing and touching them at the farmers’
market or in a food store.







Blindfold the members and present one vegetable at a time to them without
naming it.
In each case, let students feel and smell the vegetable.
Ask students which vegetables they can identify and name.
Find out which vegetables are less known to them.
Explain that many kinds of vegetables exist.
Farm Visit - Visit a farm to learn more about agriculture. Check out
meetyourfarmer.ca for more information or talk to fellow leaders for
opportunities.

Other Activities
1. Arrange for a farmer or a person working in an agriculturally related career to attend
your meeting and explain what he/she does in the job.
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Exploring Animals
Objectives




To introduce 4-H Members to the world of animals.
To introduce 4-H Members to the many livestock projects available.
To help members realize the care involved in looking after an animal.

Before the meeting





Collect pictures of different breeds of animals. An encyclopedia or nature magazine
may help you out.
Be prepared to talk about caring for animals.
Make plans to visit a farm or kennel to discuss care and feeding of animals.
If a farm visit is not possible, arrange for a senior 4-H member to bring in a small
livestock project and explain the care they need to give the animal.

Resource Information
Many 4-H members enjoy doing animal (or livestock) projects. It’s easy to like animals;
however, looking after animals is a big job and there is work to do every day.
Learning about animals is interesting and fun.
Feeding Animals - Animals that eat plants are called herbivores. They eat mostly bulky food
such as grass and hay. Others eat finer, heavier foods like grain. Some animals eat meat. They
are called carnivores. Give examples of herbivores and carnivores.
Breeds of Animals - Just like people, animals tend to look like their parents. A breed is a group
of animals that have a common set of ancestors. For example, Shepard is a breed of dog and
Angus a breed of cattle. All animals of a certain breed look alike.
Caring for Animals - It’s always important to know what care an animal requires. All animals
need to be fed and watered. Most of the animals 4-H members have also need space to run in
and in the summer, a pasture for grazing. Pigs need a good shelter in winter because they
have no fur. In the summer, they need shade or they’ll get sunburned. Other animals need
protection from cold winds and hot sun too.
Different animals need different kinds of beds. Some like fresh, dry straw to lie on. Tame
animals need people to clean the space they use. A clean home for an animal helps the animal
stay healthy. Animals need to be groomed too! Horses like to be “curried” or combed. Dogs
and cats that are kept indoors might even need a bath.
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Animals can get sick too. If an animal becomes ill, the owner needs to have a veterinarian see
the animal. The veterinarian also treats animals so that they won’t get sick. Pets like cats and
dogs can get vaccinations so they won’t get a disease called rabies.

Suggested Activities
1. Schedule a visit to a farm. Members can take a note pad and record the interesting
facts they learned. Following the visit, the member can then write a report of the visit
for Achievement Day.
2. Visit a veterinary hospital to find out more about keeping animals healthy.
3. Make a box collage to tell others about an animal a member likes.
 To begin, members should glue a picture of the animal on top of the box, give it a
name and include any other information about the animal, on the box.
 For example, on one side, list the animals’ likes/dislikes and perhaps the tricks it
can do.
 On the next side, have the member glue pictures of other breeds of the animal on
the box.
 On the next side, have the member make drawings or glue pictures to show the
kind of food the animal likes. Remember they should include water.
 On the third side, the member should show what kind of home the animal needs,
and the kind of care it requires.
 On the final side, write a poem or rhyme about the animal.
 Members can then display their animal boxes at Achievement Day.
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Exploring Plants
Objectives




To introduce 4-H Members to the world of plants.
To introduce 4-H members to the Garden and Floriculture projects.
To help members understand how plants grow.

Preparing for the Meeting




Obtain two or three healthy plants from which slips may be taken. These plants could
include Impatience, the Coleus, Geraniums, Swedish Ivy and Wandering Jew.
Ten or twelve soaked bean seeds should be given to each member. Five or six seeds
should be used for planting in a clean glass jar with good soil and the remaining seeds
should be used for the sprouting experiment in a clean flat cake pan.
Germinate some seeds yourself so you will know what is going to happen to the
members’ seeds.

Resource Information
The Story of Man and Plants
Early man wandered about looking for food. He found berries, nuts, fruits and roots of
growing plants. Then man discovered he could plant seeds of wild fruits and grains for harvest.
This meant he stayed in one place long enough to develop a community.
Later, man learned that soil was more fertile along rivers. Early civilizations began along rivers.
Plants and fertile soils supplied needed food. Farmers now harvest grain for your bread and
cereal in large fields with large machines. So you may not need to grow your own food.
Our homes are surrounded with grass, trees, shrubs and flowers. They grow well because man
knows how to fertilize and improve soil for good plant production. Rooms are decorated with
cut flowers, potted plants and other growing plants.
Today, cities and farms are more dependent on each other. Many cities dwellers harvest,
process, distribute, store or otherwise handle plants or plant product.
If you are growing things - you have a green thumb

Some people use their green thumb to grow pretty plants and flowers indoors and out. Some
grow crunchy vegetables to eat, as well as fruit and berries. Farmers grow lots of plants in
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their fields. The 4-H Garden and Floriculture projects could help a member grow a green
thumb.
Seedlings - The parts of a seedling
Terminal Bud
Leaf
Primary Root
Stem
Flower
Leaflets
Cotyledons
Lateral Roots
Root Hairs
Root Tip
Seed leaves grow from the seed while true leaves grow from the stem. The stem is the main
part of the plant above the ground. The root holds the seedling and plant in the earth.

Petal

Stigma
Style

Stamen

Anther
Pollen
Filament

Pistil
Ovary
Ovules

Sepal

Suggested Activities:
1. Demonstrate how to take s slip off a plant.
2. Give members their seeds to plant in the soil and germinate in the pan. Briefly explain
the importance of light, water and temperature.
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3. Many plants are grown in Nova Scotia. Copy the following word search and have your
members find as many plants as possible.
Find the Plants
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Remember to find the names of plants. If you find 15 you’ve done a great job.
4. Show members the parts of the seedling on your already - germinated seeds.
5. Have members care for a plant. This plant can then be exhibited at Achievement Day.
6. Make a poster of fruits, vegetables and plants grown in Nova Scotia. Use pictures from
old magazines and catalogues or draw your own.
7. How to prepare a vegetable for exhibit. Members could display a vegetable they have
prepared for exhibit in their Achievement Day Collection.
8. Tour a flower shop or a greenhouse to see the different kinds of plants, fruits and
vegetables.
9. Plant a vegetable or flower garden as a group
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Exploring the Great Outdoors
Objectives





To have members learn about and appreciate the outdoors.
To teach the members the importance of planning in getting ready for a hike.
To go on a hike.
To have members use and identify their five senses in the activities they do.

Preparing for the Meeting




Plan the hiking activity by choosing an area that’s suitable for young members to
explore and be sure it’s one you are familiar with.
Prepare a list of supplies needed by the members for the hike.
Select a theme for the hike, if desired.

Resource Information
Hiking is a great activity and it’s one of the best ways to enjoy outdoor life. It’s a good idea to
have a theme for the hike - it can be as simple as looking for specific things along the trail.
Your walking pace is important on any hike. Some people walk at a fast pace while others
prefer a slower rate. An adult can walk over level ground at about 6.5 km/hour, but younger
members cannot match that pace. In a large group, always have an older member or adult
stay at the back of the group to help stragglers and make sure no one falls behind.
To really enjoy your hike, you have to feel comfortable, so if your legs and lungs get tired, take
frequent breaks where there are logs or rocks to sit down on. Rest stops should be five minute
breaks every twenty minutes for beginners.
If you are planning a day long hike (as opposed to a shorter hike of 2 ½ hours), you will need to
carry extra supplies. The following is a list of some items you might want to take along.







Extra clothing
Knife
Extra food
Matches
Sun Glasses
Flashlight
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Map and Compass
Pen, paper or notebook
First Aid Kit
Insect Repellent
Whistle
Extra Food

Hiking Rules










Wear the correct kind of clothing, especially sturdy shoes or sneakers.
Keep your place in line, do not try to pass or shove other members of your group,
especially on a narrow trail.
When traveling on a narrow path, stay in single file and stay far enough behind the
person in front of you so branches will not snap back at you.
Stay behind your leader - he/she knows the area pretty well, and may have special
things to show you.
Never run on a hiking trail, especially downhill.
Never disturb plants and animals. If you see wildflower or young birds or mammals,
leave them as they are - wildlife belongs in the wild.
Never litter - Remember - the only thing you should leave behind in the forest is your
footprint!
Avoid getting lost. Do not go off the trail by yourself. Know what to do if you do get
separated from the group.
Always be sure that someone at home knows your plans and when you plan to return
home.

Possible Themes for Hikes
 Animal Homes
 Trees
 Birds
 Animal Tracks
 Wildflower
 Bugs/Insects
Suggested Activities
1. Members may prepare a short report on their hike.
2. Members may display a picture of a plant or animal they took while on their hike.
3. Members can draw a poster showing what things they need to take on a hike (first aid
kit, whistle, etc.)
4. Members can exhibit a cast of an animal track.
5. Exhibit a sample of a leaf print made with a leaf collected on the hike.
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6. Members can prepare and present a speech on their “Exploring the Great Outdoors”
Hike. Members should exhibit a copy of their speech.

Other Activities


Sensory Awareness Exercises. These exercises are an enjoyable way of expanding
sensory awareness for members.

Directions
1. Exploring Your Space - Lie on the ground, eyes closed. With your hands, explore the
space you occupy. Think what it must be like to be a ladybug. Be perfectly still for a
minute and listen to all the sounds you can hear.
2. Stop and Listen - Stop on the path. Close your eyes for two minutes. Remember all the
sounds you can hear.
3. One square meter - Choose an area on the ground that is 1 meter by 1 meter. This is
your space. Count how many different kinds of plant and animal life
you can find there.
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